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Report Development
As always ascertaining with precise accuracy the actual number of abduction and
kidnapping incidents globally is simply not possible. Thousands of incidents go
completely unreported; some insurance agencies will not divulge figures or details on all
incidents, companies and governments would rather not disclose details and the many
academic or even security intelligence reports rarely take into account the many different
types of abduction and kidnapping variations.
Some reports discount criminal kidnap gangs and focus on Politically Motivated Violence
or terrorist kidnappings. Many ignore incidents involving victims that live in the country
only reporting foreign kidnappings. Several reports have a specific focus on Non
Government Organisations, journalists, business travellers or tourists and most ignore the
abductions of children by a parent and the rapidly increasing trend in virtual and hoax
kidnappings.
Accordingly many reports suffer from a serious credibility deficit. Our own Intelligence
Directorate refuses to speculate on exact global incident numbers, instead they
undertake a regular analysis to ascertain trends, shifts in modus operandi, changing risks
and global hot spots. This ensures we can advise clients appropriately with mitigating the
abduction risks or responding to a kidnap incident effectively when it occurs.
Furthermore, our Training Teams infuse our Hostile Environment Training and Kidnap
Awareness programs with information that is up to date and accurate increasing training
effectiveness.
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Overview
Like previous years abduction incidents for kidnap and ransom demands have maintained
their growth in many regions, although there is a positive downward trend in others.
However, of real concern is a series of new or recent events marking a definitive shift in
kidnapping trends and how to effectively respond to these incidents when they occur.
A strategic focus by Daesh (Islamic State) to have kidnapping for ransom as a central
income stream and not just for political motivations has seen them collect millions of
dollars in ransom payments and is now shifting the focus of other terrorist groups and
militias. ‘Miracle fishing’ or large scale attacks on companies, hotels, other
establishments and road blocks to fish out who is worth abducting or abducting on mass
is proving very effective, and has been adopted by many terrorist groups, increasing this
type of incident and risk.
Express kidnappings for smaller amounts of fast cash are on the rise in areas that were
more benign to abductions previously. Areas like India and Pakistan, Venezuela, and
Brazil.
A continuation of conflict and instability in Yemen, Afghanistan, Syria, Libya, Iraq,
Somalia and the Sahel region continues to drive the kidnapping risk.
Whilst in Nigeria virtual kidnappings (where the perpetrators pretend they have a victim
when they don’t and the victim is instead just un-contactable due to a regional black spot,
meetings, or a long haul flight) are increasing and hoax kidnappings (normally online love
and sex scams) leading to a hoax kidnapping of a hoaxed loved one engineered online
into a relationship is generating significant revenues for organised gangs.
In Mexico kidnappings now seem to be on a more positive trajectory. High profile and
wealthy persons are still at high risk, but there are strong signs of a positive dilution in
kidnaps for ransom on domestic nationals. However, organised kidnap gangs have turned
their attention too virtual kidnappings instead (often on victims outside of Mexico) in an
effort to circumvent new law enforcement strategies.
Columbia too has seen a reduction in kidnapping incidents.

Primary Risks Regions
You will read further on in this report how our analysis suggests the conflict in Syria and
Iraq and the shifting modus operandi of Daesh (Islamic State/ISIL) has intensified the
strategic growth of Kidnapping for Ransom by many groups. This combined with conflicts
and instability in various areas and an increasing diversity with criminal abductions, virtual
kidnappings and complete hoaxes in well established and emerging risk regions has
shaped the Extreme and High Risk Country forecast for the foreseeable future.
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To asses and report in detail on all country risks would require a significant report.
Furthermore, a complete analysis on the escalating abduction risk by parents due to
custody disputes or some of the diverse motives for such incidents in parts of Asia, Africa
and the Middle East requires a separate report, as does an analysis of abductions
associated with sex offenders, human trafficking and piracy.

Extreme and High Risk Countries – Forecast
Our Intelligence Directorate in conjunction with our Risk and Kidnap Consultants have
generated the list of Extreme and High Risks countries as the focus of this report. This has
been determined on a combination of the number of known incidents, their type,
resolution and our intelligence regarding the most likely risks in 2016 – 2017.
Of course there are many other at risk regions and not all parts of these countries are of
this risk level. For further information about a specific region or risk do not hesitate to
contact us.
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Ransom Payments
Despite a growing international coalition of Governments agreeing not to pay ransoms in
an attempt to dilute the funding of terrorist and criminal cohorts and in doing so diminish
their kidnapping motivations, millions of dollars have been paid in various forms to secure
the release of such hostages.
In fact without doubt the safe resolution of such incidents is primarily due to a ransom
payment (see chart below).

Various investigations have looked at such ransom payments and it is estimated that
terrorist groups alone have secured ransom funds in excess of $200 million between April
2015 and April 2016. Of course the dilemma for Governments is incredibly challenging
when faced with their citizens becoming kidnap victims. With the now 24/7 media
apparatus keeping any such incidents confidential is not always possible. When barbaric
video threats and social media demands become a political interference then the discreet
payment of charitable donations (Ransoms) can and does resolve the problem and in
most cases returns their citizens safely, thus quickly turning a political failure into a
political success.
Then there are the private ransom payments, many by families quite rightly desperate to
secure the release of a loved one, or an employer desperate to mitigate any brand
negativity. These private payments alone add up to a global figure in excess of an
estimated $140 million, when including private payments to criminal gangs or individuals.
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It is a problem that is not going away and whilst even determined countries may quite
correctly portray a strong stance on not paying ransoms, even enacting laws and or
implementing financing systems to mitigate funds going to such groups from private
families or employees, they regularly turn a blind eye or with specialist support the
payments get delivered.
Increasing kidnap for ransom insurance within the business community certainly seems to
mitigate the risks through education, kidnap avoidance and a fast and effective response
if required. Although many would say it is just adding to the problem.
However, when we see families mortgaging houses, selling property and goods, and
going to extraordinary lengths to acquire an adequate ransom fund and pay for kidnap
and ransom consulting fees because there was no insurance and their Government will
not pay, then it’s easy to see the value of such insurance.
It is certainly a political quagmire for many countries and even where strict laws have
been in place to stop ransoms with frozen bank accounts and other measures, the impact
seems to have been limited.
What is clear though is if large private companies with kidnap and ransom insurance and
the crucial insurance inclusion of a specialist kidnap response, or a Government with the
means to pay a ransom and deliver it discreetly - get safe resolutions, then private
families or organisations without such resources should at least be given adequate
support and allowed the same mechanisms to secure their loved one or employee.
At The Cavell Group our K&R Consultants work with both insured and uninsured clients,
and whilst often in many countries the authorities will assist with support, there is
definitive evidence that without the often significant expenditure of paying a ransom and
getting specialist private support to resolve the incident quickly and effectively, then the
risks of a fatality is much higher.
During this reporting period it is estimated that 72% of all kidnappings were resolved
privately without law enforcement or other public sector assistance.
Traditionally Daesh, Al Qaeda and its many affiliates, the Taliban in both Afghanistan and
Pakistan and many other terrorist groups used primarily Politically Motivated
kidnappings ‘expressive’ hostage incidents’ (in which their motive was to gain political
attention for their cause). Incidents then evolved and whilst motivated by a political cause
or demand, were able to be shaped through negotiations into a ransom resolution
‘protean kidnapping’. Now many groups have a more financial focus and are using
kidnappings purely for ransom payments ‘instrumental kidnappings’ a major focus in their
fiscal and strategic planning.
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Unlike the initial evolution of Al Qaeda and others, funded primarily by many donors to
their cause, Daesh (Islamic State’s), business model and significant fiscal growth in Syria
and Iraq revolves greatly around kidnappings for ransom and extortion.
.

Significant Trend Changes 2015/16
The primary observational changes during this period were, (from our analysis of both our
own incident information and intelligence, and much open source intelligence) the
escalation of the crisis in Syria/Iraq and the growth and modus operandi of Daesh (Islamic
State) in both this region, Libya and Afghanistan.
We have listed and commented below in our Country Risk Briefings on the regions of
extreme risk and identified in the table on page three the regions of very high risk.
However, the major trend changes are due to a number of parameters.
In Syria the initial problem of Politically Motivated kidnappings of mainly journalists,
humanitarian workers and UN staff, by primarily terrorist groups such as Ansaru, was
significantly compounded further by the actions, growth and capability of Daesh (the
Islamic State).
A significant number of victims were part of a Politically Motivated kidnap strategy with
beheadings, shootings and much brutality (as they previously did as Al Qaeda in Iraq), but
now with an increased social media and other propaganda campaigns to recruit fighters
and rally support. Now, however, Daesh (Islamic State) has shifted their focus
dramatically using Kidnappings as tool to secure significant sums of money.
This has its positives in that their motive for funds has increased in many cases the ability
to secure the victims release safely. However, the negative is that it has been seen as an
effective business model for many other groups to copy, and is filtering down to other
groups and criminal cohorts in regions previously safer from such risk.
Combined with this regional shift, is the alarming and emerging risk from Syria and Iraq
with ‘Alliance Abductions’. This is the use of propaganda, psychological conditioning and
radicalisation (often initially via social media platforms) convincing and coercing
vulnerable persons to become part of the cause. These individuals are often given
assistance and made promises to travel to Syria or parts of Iraq, but once there they are
held against their will, often threatened, intimidated or radicalised further, often made to
commit atrocities to prove they are part of the cause and in many cases used as labour,
sex objects, combatants and even suicide bombers against their will.
The fragmentation across this whole region, its enormous displacement of now
vulnerable people, and the obvious visibility of the Islamic States success to other groups
from kidnappings, has only increased the kidnapping risk across so many regions.
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In Syria and Iraq kidnapping is epidemic, but it is also becoming a much greater concern in
Yemen, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Nigeria, Libya, Sudan, and Kenya to name just a few, as
other Sunni militia groups have seen the success of the Islamic States funding model.
To compound this further the regional vacuums created by this conflict has also enabled
Shia militias and criminal gangs an opportunity to indulge in kidnapping incidents. This is
leading to them acquiring significant funds too from the kidnapping of local business
people or their family members and foreign nationals from Turkey, Kuwait, Qatari, the
UK, France, Japan and the US, to name just a few.
Apart from this region the continuation of conflict unrest and instability in Yemen, Libya,
and the Sahel region has increased kidnappings and their continued risk. Whilst in
Somalia kidnap cases reduced during this period, primarily due to a level of increased
control, although the risk still remains Extreme and our intelligence suggests well planned
attacks on compounds, hotels and other establishments may morph into miracle fishing
kidnap incidents too, in the same way they have in Afghanistan, Syria, Iraq and the Sahel
region.
These risks continue to evolve and diversify as the Daesh (ISIS) Emir Abu al-Baghdadi
calls for and acquires pledges of allegiance and obedience from a myriad of terror groups
around the world. As more than forty such groups pledge their allegiance, many changing
their names, evolving tactics and emulating Daesh and its goals, the risk of kidnappings is
only likely to increase.
Many terrorist and militia groups have already commenced with their own copy cat
strategies of the Islamic State, including similarities in targeting, demands, and large
scale kidnappings or ‘miracle fishing’ (where they stop traffic and search for the best
victims), Afghanistan, Pakistan, Somalia, Nigeria the Sahel region and other regions are
in danger of increased kidnapping risks.
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Country Risk Briefs – Extreme Risks
Syria and Iraq

Extreme Risk

The overall threat in both Syria and Iraq is extreme, even in areas previously considered
safer due to Government or other control. In Syria Daesh have even targeted large
companies and kidnapped large groups of employees, some as close as just 30km from
Damascus. Whilst in Iraq criminal groups have been targeting everyone from business
owners, hunting parties and truck drivers. Kidnappings between the Iran Iraq borders are
also increasing. Perpetrators are not just Daesh, and other militia groups, but Shia groups
and criminal gangs.
Afghanistan

Extreme Risk

In Afghanistan there has been a significant increase in the kidnapping for ransom of
domestic nationals by criminal groups, including money transfer and banking business
persons, and the teenage boys of wealthy or influential individuals. Foreign nationals
have also been targeted by such groups and the Taliban, Al-Qaeda, ISIS, the Haqqani
network, clans like al-Hakim and their affiliates are all increasingly using kidnapping for
ransom as a funding tool with a specific focus on foreign nationals.
Pakistan

Extreme Risk

Pakistan seems to have seen a major increase in overall kidnapping incidents with a clear
trend increase in virtual and hoax kidnappings. Pakistan militia, terrorist and criminal
groups have again seen the success of the Islamic State and the targeting of wealthy
domestic nationals is a nationwide problem, with the risk to foreign nationals very high in
some regions. The Pakistan Taliban, Jamia Hafsa and Ansar Tawiha have all targeted
foreign nationals and with more groups pledging an allegiance to Daesh the risk is likely
to increase.
Libya

Extreme Risk

In Libya the enormous instability, the growth of Daesh, and the myriad of established and
emerging militia groups and criminal gangs has seen a significant increase in the
kidnappings of wealthy locals and foreign nationals. Furthermore, the Lions of Libya, the
Shura Council of Shabab al-Islam Darnah, the Islamic Youth Shura Council have all
pledged their allegiance to Daesh.
Nigeria

Extreme Risk

In Nigeria abduction and terrorist activity by Boko Haram (now West African Province
Division of the Islamic State, having also pledged an allegiance to Daesh) has also
increased with local men, woman and children targeted to support the group financially
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and politically, and journalists, humanitarian workers and business people targeted for
high ransoms. Of concern also is the target acquisition creep of this group, with bolder
and more sophisticated kidnappings by teams associated with the group from hotels,
work places, homes and vehicles not just in the north, but in and around major cities
including Lagos and Abuja and across borders. Their pledge to ISIS and associated links to
this group and other groups in Syria and Iraq is also an escalating concern.
In a similar trend to that of Syria this seems to have increased significantly other
kidnappings by criminal gangs, with a significant increase in express kidnappings
especially across Nigerian cities, with many business travellers targeted. Nigeria is also
the main source of virtual and hoax kidnappings, an evolving crime and probably the
greatest overall shift in kidnapping trends during 2015-16.
Somalia

Extreme Risk

Somalia seems to have seen a fairly adequate decrease in such incidents as criminal
kidnap gangs find it much more difficult to operate due to increasing security operations
and law enforcement in and around Mogadishu and a greater control on remaining AlShabaab regions by that group and its associate clans and gangs.
It is clear too that Shabaab al-Mujahadeen (now pledge allegiance to Daesh) and its
associates are also finding kidnappings and terrorist attacks more difficult due to
increased security and control in the country and on its borders. However, with
intelligence relating to new training of Al-Shabaab members, new sophisticated covert
Improvised Explosive Devices like those in laptops used on an aircraft, it is considered AlShabaab will become more sophisticated in their attacks which may include an increase in
Kidnapping.
There has also been a decrease in piracy kidnappings within the close proximity of many
areas of Somalia, although this risk remains high in the waters around that region.
Kenya

Very High Risk

Kenya has seen a small increase in kidnappings for ransom and express kidnappings
primarily in and around Mombasa and Nairobi, with some sophisticated targeting and
surveillance of business travellers in some instances. A risk of kidnappings by Al-Shabaab
and its associates in the north near the Somalia border remains high.
Sahel Region

Extreme Risk

An increase of incidents also occurred across the Sahel region due to the continued
instability and conflict. Kidnappings of foreign nationals and some domestic nationals
occurred in Sudan, South Sudan, Burkino Faso, Mali, Algeria, Mauritania and Niger with
incidents in South Sudan and Mali high. This region also provides a transition and training
point for many terrorist and militia groups with many localised groups like Al-Murabitoon,
Al-Atytasam belketab and Junda al-khilafah pledging allegiances to Daesh and likely to
adopt their tactics.
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Congo and the Central African Republic

Extreme Risk

Conflict and instability across this region continues with many kidnapping of foreign
nationals by militia groups and organised gangs and mass abductions of domestic
nationals for sex, ransoms and slavery by The Lord’s Resistance Army and other groups.
In the Congo a number of militia groups like The Rebel March 23 movement have
kidnapped foreign and domestic nationals for ransom and other motivations and it is
unlikely the risk will reduce significantly in the near future.
Niger

Very High Risk

The security situation in this region remains fluid with criminal smugglers and transitional
militia’s and the opportunist kidnappers of both domestic and foreign nationals.
Furthermore, activity from Boko Haram and its affiliates and associates remains very
high.
Egypt

Very High Risk

A number of criminal kidnap gangs have been active in major cities and tourist regions
normally targeting travellers with express kidnappings. Intelligence suggests there are a
growing number of such groups, some with a more sophisticated kidnap agenda and
recent incidents have been of a more traditional kidnap for ransom nature with demands
and tactics similar to neighbouring regions. Terror attacks and kidnappings by Junda alkhilafah remain high.
Yemen

Extreme Risk

There was also a definite increase in incidents in the Yemen as a consequence of the
political vacuum associated with the Saudi-led military action against the Houthi rebels.
These rebels have carried out both Politically Motivated and Ransom kidnappings,
including targeting foreign nationals. Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula and a number of
other criminal and tribal groups has also used kidnapping tactics. With groups like the
Mujahedeen of Yemen and other affiliates pledging an allegiance to Daesh, the risks will
only compound further.
Turkey

High Risk

In Turkey kidnappings by the Kurdistan Workers Party and criminal groups were primarily
kidnappings for ransom and targeted domestic nationals and security forces or
government employees, although a number of tourists and foreign nationals were also
targeted. Whilst this is an alarming shift, incidents are not yet at a level greater than a
High Risk, but this region should be monitored with significant diligence in the coming
months.
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Algeria

Very High Risk

Whilst the number of kidnapping incidents here have reduced slightly the risks still remain
high in many parts. Well organised kidnap gangs operate in many parts normally
targeting wealthy business people and travellers and Jund al-Khilafah and al-Gurabaa
now affiliates of Daesh have kidnapped foreign nationals for ransoms and are likely to
continue to. Al-Qaeda associated groups are also on the rise and in competition with
Daesh for support and influence and will continue to use kidnapping tactics.
Lebanon

Very High Risk

Kidnappings in Lebanon have been less common during this reporting period, but the
security situation remains fluid with significant activity by a number of criminal groups
and militias. Kidnapping incidents amongst domestic groups remain high. The group Liwa
Ahrar al –Sunna in Baalbek has now joined with Daesh increasing the kidnapping risk.
Philippines

Very High Risk

In the Philippines the Abu Sayaff Group continue to use kidnappings for both political
influence and ransoms with the New People Army and a number of criminal kidnap
groups also targeting foreign nationals and wealthy domestic nationals across the
country. Bangsmoro fighters, Jamaah Islmiyah, Abu Sayaff and Ansar al-Khilafah have all
now pledged an allegiance to Daesh complicating risk factors.
India

Very High Risk

In India criminal abductions are increasing and becoming far more widespread and
sophisticated with many hoax and virtual kidnappings and significant surveillance tactics
used to target wealthy foreign and domestic nationals. Senior business executives and or
members of their family have been a major focus. Many of these kidnappings are
‘Express’ in nature with perpetrators wanting fast cash from ATM’s or the family. In many
parts the kidnappings and abductions associated with young girls for sex work is also
increasing. New Daesh allegiances from groups like Ansar al-Tawhid is a further concern.
Bangladesh

Very High Risk

There is concern that an upward trend in kidnapping for ransom by criminal groups will
continue to intensify in many parts of Bangladesh. Furthermore, intelligence suggests
Ansar al-Islam (Al-Qaeda in the Indian subcontinent) will become more proactive as part
of wider Al-Qaeda strategies and this is likely to include Kidnappings for Ransom.
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Mexico

Extreme Risk

Mexico had a small decrease in overall traditional kidnap incidents, although the risks in
many parts still remain very high. However, virtual kidnappings increased dramatically.
Columbia

Very High Risk

Columbia had a small decrease in overall kidnapping incidents and an increased law
enforcement and intelligence strategies against cartels, militia and kidnap prone groups
has made an impact.
Brazil

High Risk

Although kidnapping incidents have declined slightly during this period, with the many
visitors likely to travel across Brazil as part of the forthcoming Olympic Games, despite
much emphasis around security, the kidnap risk is likely to increase. Many criminal gangs
associated with drugs use kidnap and extortion against other gangs and domestic
nationals, with some kidnappings of foreign nationals occurring, normally in the form of
express kidnappings. Intelligence suggests some cartels and gangs are preparing to use
this Olympic opportunity to generate significant revenues through more sophisticated
kidnappings for ransom.
Venezuela

High Risk

The fragmenting economic situation in Venezuela is likely to increase the already political
vulnerability in many parts and drive the evolving upward trend in kidnappings further.
Criminal gangs are copying Mexico cartels and kidnap gangs with ever more sophisticated
kidnappings against wealthy families and individuals as well as high public figures and
public sector workers including military and law enforcement. To date the number of
foreign nationals abducted has been much lower than other high risk regions, but this is
likely to change as the financial situation deteriorates.
Haiti

Very High Risk

Whilst criminal kidnappings of domestic nationals remain high, the number of incidents
has reduced and there has been a significant reduction of foreign nationals being
targeted. Most kidnappings are spontaneous and express in nature, although a number
of more sophisticated kidnap gangs exist and target wealthy foreign nationals.
Reports and analysis such as this have there limitations and many other regions have high
risks or are vulnerable to such risks. Above we have just briefly outlined our analysis of
what our experts consider Extreme and Vey High Risk regions, with some brief
commentary on other regions due to a dynamic or emerging shift risk.
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For details on the risks, statistics, threat groups or other information and intelligence
relating to any other countries or indeed any specific region or group do not hesitate to
contact us for a confidential discussion and appraisal.

Incident Statistics 2015 - 2016
Despite all of the risk information above for foreign nationals travelling or working in
challenging regions the risks overall in many regions are lower than to domestic
nationals. In this reporting period 79% of all kidnap victims were domestic nationals.
Break down by known position, roles, work, etc.

The targeting of kidnap victims has remained not dissimilar to other years with most
abductions taking place at or very close to the victims home or place of work. However,
many virtual kidnappings take place after identifying a victim at airports or hotels and
NGO’s and Journalists are often abducted when on the roads.
The use of kidnapping on mass in ‘miracle fishing kidnappings’ is likely to impact on these
figures in the coming year.
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Kidnap Abduction Phase Targeting graph 2015 - 2016-06-02

The number of fatalities due to the kidnappers in this reporting period has increased to an
estimated 14%. This is as a consequence of the brutal Politically Motivated Kidnappings
by Daesh (ISIL) and other terrorist groups struggling to compete. However, with a shift
this year to more protean kidnappings (incidents partly politically motivated, but
influenced by ransoms and revenue requirements) and a greater strategic focus by such
groups on ransoms for revenue, we forecast a reduction in fatalities unless something of
significance changes or occurs.
Finally initial ransom demand figures have increased in many parts, but are very
dependent upon the region and group. Kidnappings associated with piracy groups remain
very high and are often in the many millions initially dependent upon the perpetrator
group, the vessel, its cargo and the victims.
Kidnappings for Ransom by terrorist groups and organised gangs often carry an initial
ransom demand of in excess of $5 Million, much more in certain cases like piracy, whilst
Express kidnappings vary on average between $1 and $5 thousand. With quality effective
Kidnap Management Support settlement continues to be significantly less.
Days kept in captivity and the treatment and conditions whilst in captivity vary
enormously between regions, cultures, perpetrators and the management approach of
those attempting to manage the release of victims.
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Hotspots Map 2016

Disclaimer
Disclaimer: The information contained within this report, map and any attachments is intended for interest information only and should not be relied
upon solely for any operation, deployment, business activity or other. This document, analysis and associated intelligence and subject matter has
been construed from our interpretation of a wide and fluid source of information such as but not limited to; public witness accounts, journalistic
commentary, news reports, business reporting, official reports, The Cavell Group’s human intelligence sources, agent and consultant reports, open
source material and information and or reports produced or made public by third parties. For this reason all our reports and documents are subject
to the disclaimers described. The Cavell Group strongly advises against any operational or strategic reliance on such interpretations and reporting
alone and recommends the application of specific bespoke methods of further corroborative analysis and risk assessment before any reliance. The
Cavell Group and all its agents shall not be liable in any form for any loss or consequence, direct or indirect, or any damage, costs, expenses, loss
of profit, business interruption or other claims whatsoever which may arise as a result of any form of reliance on the content of this document,
analysis and associated intelligence and subject matter.
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